
This Way, That Way.
Re-balancing Gel.

Use the following procedure to prepare your re-balancing gel application:

1.  Use Cleanse to sanitize both your and your client’s hands. Cleanse will leave a light lemon scent without 
drying the way other sanitizers do.

2.  Push back the cuticles with Magic Wand. Make sure you push and lift the cuticle away from the nail plate. 
Use the bladed end to scrape away any protein growth from under the cuticle and nail groove area. 

3.  If the natural nail is completely grown out, shorten the excess length using a diamond file or 180 grit file. 
Use an electric file with a medium sanding band or diamond bit to remove separated areas from free edge 
and cuticle area. 

4.  Prepare the re-balance by cutting a line with the electric file (Arbor Band, Diamond Bit, X-Cut Carbide) 
where you intend to create the fresh smile line. 

5.  Thin out the remaining product on free edge with the electric file (Arbor Band, Diamond Bit, X-Cut 
Carbide) for the reapplication of the new white gel (Snow, French or Hyper White).

6.  Apply 2 coats of Protein Bond to the exposed natural nail. Protein Bond leaves a tacky layer to which the gel 
will adhere. Make sure the surface stays sticky.

Make sure you thoroughly understand and utilize the following application procedure for  
re-balancing gel:

1.  Base Layer: Start by applying Base gel from the cuticle to the free edge. Use light motion to apply a smooth, 
even coat. Too hard of an application can create bubbles in the Base layer, making it weak and prone to 
separation. Push to get as close to the skin without touching the cuticles and nail grooves, and pull to the 
free edge with a light, even motion. 

2.  Wipe away any excess gel at the free edge to prevent thick build up where smile has been cut. Freeze inside 
a 36-watt lamp for minimum of 20 seconds.

3.  White Layer: Apply thin layer of white gel (Snow, French or Hyper White) to free edge. Tuck it up to the 
existing wall and wipe in smile after application. Cure for 2 minutes. Complete the second hand while the 
first hand is curing. 



4.  Choose the builder gel that suits your style of application. Flex, Build Pink, Build, Frosted Pink, Frosted 
Pink Sculptor, and Clear Sculptor will serve the same function when applying to the body of the nail. Pillow 
in the fill area, float in the upper arch and sandwich the free edge to ensure nail structure is correct. Make 
sure all areas are filled in to prevent low spots.

NOTE: Heat can be felt if the product is built up too thick. Placing hand in front of the 
lamp for 20 seconds before insertion can reduce the heat transfer completely. This method is 
called Freezing.

5. Use Swipe to remove sticky layer from all 10 nails.

For detailed finishing information, please refer to the I-Formation guidelines for proper finishing techniques. 

6. Apply one coat of Finish gel sealer to both hands and cure for 2 minutes. 

7.  Use Rose Oil to condition the free edge and the cuticle area. Using Rose Oil on a daily basis will condition 
the matrix, hyponicium and free edge, preventing them from getting dry and brittle.


